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Artist: Robot Bomb Shelter
Title: Robot Picnic
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Techno
UPC: 881034773142
Cat No: BPP4267
Distribution: Global

Artist: Robot Bomb Shelter
Title: Staring at Screens
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Techno
UPC: 881034773159
Cat No: BPP4268
Distribution: Global

Artist: Various Artists
Title: Hurricane Healing
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Varied
UPC: TBA
Cat No: BPP2521
Distribution: Global

About this release:
Robot Picnic is the 90s techno revival 
album you have been waiting for. 
Robot Bomb Shelter is back with a 
new album that is the perfect blend of 
gritty electro beats and daring 
rhythmic breaks. He manages to keep 
things old school with some very retro 
beats while avoiding the cliché of 
being dull or repetitive. You will find 
yourself immersed in the techno 
universe that is Robot Bomb Shelter. 

About this release:
Robot Bomb Shelter is back with an 
explosive new album!Staring at 
Screens is a much-welcomed return to 
music for the techno veteran Robot 
Bomb Shelter. Showcasing the raw 
talent of the artist, Staring at Screens 
is a rare glimpse into the depth of 
techno. This album is the perfect 
compliment to any party with dimmed 
lighting, and loud music bound to get 
people dancing. 

About this release:
In 2005, there was a season of 
devastating hurricanes that left many 
without a home and financially 
disadvantaged. The Hurricane Healing 
volumes donate 50c of each dollar 
made directly to the Salvation Army 
with the aim to help these families in 
need. With such a great cause at 
hand it’s refreshing to know the music 
is both compelling and there is 
something for everyone with a wide 
range of genres and bands being 
presented on each volume. 
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Artist: Pomelo
Title: Pomelo
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Latin
UPC: 881034773357
Cat No: BPP4290
Distribution: Global

Artist: Pomelo
Title: Secrets
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Latin
UPC: 881034773364
Cat No: BPP4291
Distribution: Global

Artist: Various Artists
Title: Hurricane Healing 
Hip-Hop
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Hip-Hop
UPC: TBA
Cat No: BPP2521
Distribution: Global

About this release:
Pomelo’s self-titled album is an 
enlightening experience in Latin music with 
a twist of jazz added into the mix. Beautiful 
female vocals are well complimented by 
Latin-style acoustic guitars. This take on 
Latin music with a jazzy flavour is not only 
aesthetically pleasing but also relaxing and 
puts the mind at ease. Fernando R. 
Fernández’s dedication and experience in 
guitar playing flourishes throughout the 
album, which is heavily based around his 
guitar expertise. With exquisite vocals and 
impeccable music direction, this album is a 
must have.

About this release:
Pomelo is back with another album 
called Secrets, which is your soundtrack 
to the new summer!In this new album, 
Secrets, Pomelo take things in a new 
direction, moving towards a more jazz 
infused take on Latin music while 
maintaining the laid back easy listening 
style they pioneered in earlier albums. 
The album is the perfect accompaniment 
to laying on the beach or by the pool on 
a warm summer’s day. The album is sure 
to leave you in a relaxed carefree state 
of mind.Not just catchy, but also relaxing 
songs make this album a shoe in for 
anyone who’s a fan of summer or Latin 
music. 

About this release:
The Hip-Hop community has bonded 
together over the tragedy of the 2005 
hurricane season. The result of this 
collaboration is the Hurricane Haling 
Hip-Hop volumes. Not only filled with 
established and upcoming hip-hop 
artists, the collection also donates 50c 
of each dollar spent on the music to 
the salvation army. This allows lovers 
of hip-hop music to support those in 
need as well as discover a few great 
new hip hop artists. Any fan of hip-hop 
who also wants to help those in need 
are catered for in the Hurricane Healing 
Hip-Hop volumes. 
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Artist: Random Order
Title: Dimples and 
Anti-Depressants
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Reggae/Ska
UPC: 881034781291
Cat No: BPP4313.1
Distribution: Global

Artist: RetroTWEED
Title: RetroTWEED
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Rock
UPC: 881034781345
Cat No: BPP4328
Distribution: Global

Artist: Franco and the 
Dreadnought
Title: Black Rock City
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Electro
UPC: 881034790316
Cat No: BPP4353
Distribution: Global

About this release:
Random Order has gained a lot of 
attention in recent times for their reggae 
ska sound and for good reason!Canada’s 
Random Order have drawn comparisons to 
The Clash, The Slits and Au Pairs. They 
have found success in building up a 
reputation as an amazing live band filling 
up dance floors across the country. This 
live raw energy has translated well into an 
album and each song is filled with killer 
hooks. The ability of the vocalist is also 
showcased throughout the album, and 
proves to be incredibly engaging.Bound to 
leave you wanting more, Random Order’s 
Dimples and Anti-Depressants is as fun as 
it is energetic. 

About this release:
Local Mid-West favourites RetroTWEED 
have finally put together a full album 
filled with instant classic rock hits. For 
those who think rock isn’t what it used to 
be, RetroTWEED prove otherwise with an 
astonishing new album of songs bound to 
impress fans of the rock genre. Old 
School guitar solos are scattered throughout 
the songs as a throwback to retro rock. 
There are also some very catchy chorus’ 
to be found. The album looks and feels 
like a tribute to hard rock bands from the 
80’s and 90’s and lives up to the former 
glory of the genre. RetroTWEED’s self-titled 
debut is a welcome relief for those 
waiting for a new rock album to come out 
which retains the feel of old school rock.

About this release:
Franco and the Dreadnought make the 
perfect mix of thrilling vocals, with 
sparse techno landscapes and a hint of 
electro. Black Rock City is a 4 track EP 
that manages to both engage and lure 
listeners into its dark and brooding 
techno universe. Vast audio landscapes 
are created with delicate control of the 
background noises and ambience 
which gradually builds above 
aggressive yet catchy vocals. The EP is 
not only very listenable and well 
produced, but a step forward for 
Franco and the Dreadnought.
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Artist: Franco and the 
Dreadnought
Title: Feed My Soul
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Techno
UPC: 880134790347
Cat No: BPP4354
Distribution: Global

Artist: Curly Joe
Title: Fight Fair
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Folk
UPC: 881034790491
Cat No: BPP4364
Distribution: Global

Artist: Nikson
Title: Preachers Go To Hell
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Punk
UPC: TBA
Cat No: BPP4365
Distribution: Global

About this release:
Feed My Soul is the new incredible 
release from Franco and the Dreadnought. 
The album manages to further blur the 
lines between dance and techno. While 
the entire album moves at a fast pace, 
songs will occasionally fade into a dark 
abyss, only to burst back into full throttle 
hectic beats. Aside from being irresistibly 
catchy to dance to, each song is well 
crafted and maintains your attention 
throughout the duration of the track right 
until the end. With an already established 
high reputation to live up to, Franco and 
the Dreadnought manages to continually 
impress fans, and this album definitely 
delivers. Not only a CD that will please 
fans of dance, but also techno, dark wave 
and everything in-between. 

About this release:
Melbourne resident Curly Joe has 
released his first full length album which 
finely drifts the boarder between folk 
and country. The album was years in the 
making and it shows. This fresh and 
original take on folk music with a hint of 
both country and singer/songwriter 
elements is both invigorating and an 
enlightening look into the life of Curly 
Joe. Each song tells an intriguing story 
in his life while maintaining a quirky and 
catchy acoustic rhythm. A raw, 
emotional album that is both intriguing 
and very catchy. High recommended for 
fans of folk and country!

About this release:
With a burst of energy Nikson 
exploded onto the punk scene with a 
burst of energy so strong they’re 
reaching Australia all the way from 
Hungary! A very fast paced album, 
every song finishes as abruptly as it 
starts. It’s hard to listen to the music 
and not want to get up and start 
jumping around. Nikson knows what 
punk rockers want and they push all 
the buttons with catchy hooks, fast 
drumming and amazing guitar work. 
There is a hint of hardcore in there 
too. Overall a very strong entry into 
the punk scene.
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